Katmandu Announces Partnership Agreement with Falcon's Creative Group
[Orlando, FL, September 17th 2019] Katmandu Group, a privately held company based in Orlando with
operations in Mallorca and Tenerife, Spain, announced that they have reached an agreement with
Falcon’s Creative Group, also based in Orlando, to produce a series of Katmandu branded attractions
beginning with a dynamic new entertainment venue in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic. The initial plans
include two new attractions from Falcon’s Licensing (a Falcon’s Creative Group company) within
Katmandu that will help launch the country’s first-ever theme park, entertaining millions of visitors and
residents alike.
Set to open in late 2020, Katmandu, Punta Cana will feature its signature attraction, Quest for the
Multiverse, in an all-new updated form powered by Falcon’s renowned storytelling and attraction
development expertise. In addition, Falcon’s Licensing will premiere its innovative Suspended Theater®,
providing guests with a thrilling flying theater experience that will set new standards for immersive
entertainment. This system forges an unparalleled experience that is family friendly, yet thrilling;
immersive, yet practical; magical, yet accessible. This is the most elegant flying system available,
empowered by a series of key features that make it the perfect vessel for immersive storytelling,
including its patented Reveal Technology®. Falcon’s will also develop a cutting-edge dark ride based on
The Legend of Katmandu, which will bring sophisticated technology and storytelling previously only
available to much larger theme parks.
As Katmandu’s development partner, Falcon’s Creative Group will also play a pivotal role in enhancing
every guest experience throughout the park. Guests will be able to enjoy 36 holes of Expedition Golf
presented as only Katmandu can, with incredibly themed holes winding around a mountainous Nepalese
landscape. Additional plans include numerous interactive rides, dazzling theater-based attractions, and an
enormous multi-story ninja playground filled with climbing nets and obstacle courses that get your
adrenaline flowing. Guests will also enjoy a multitude of great restaurants & cafes as well as an abundant
offering of nighttime entertainment throughout.
“Katmandu Group is extremely excited about our relationship with Falcon’s Creative Group and proud to
be working with such a talented group of individuals,” said Dan Jensen, President of Katmandu Group.
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About Katmandu Group
Katmandu Group, LLC is an entertainment development company owned and operated by innovators in the
amusement business dedicated to delivering engaging vacation experiences and lasting memories. Katmandu
Park® in Mallorca, voted the #2 Amusement Park in Spain by TripAdvisor®, is Katmandu Group’s new-generation
theme park brand that delivers fun, thrills and “Freedom to Play” to its guests. Following a joint venture with Meliã
Hotels International in 2012, Sol Katmandu Park & Resort was born. Recognized by Trivago as the #1 resort in Spain
for families with children, the play and stay resort concept has achieved enormous success enabling joint venture to
expand Sol Katmandu vacation experiences and theme parks around the globe. Two new
Katmandu ventures scheduled for development in Punta Cana, D.R. and in Tenerife, Spain will welcome millions
more guests to experience incredible legends, rides and attractions of this successful entertainment brand. Learn
more at www.katmandupark.com and www.solkatmandu.com
About Falcon’s Creative
Founded in 2000, Falcon’s Creative Group is a creative services powerhouse trusted by some of the most highly
recognized theme park developers and intellectual properties throughout the industry. Headquartered in Orlando,
Florida, Falcon’s produces powerful themed guest experiences around the world. The company is comprised of
three core divisions: Falcon’s Treehouse, Falcon’s Digital Media, and Falcon’s Licensing – each department fueled by
a pioneering team of skilled creative professionals that make up some of the industry’s top talent. Storytelling is the
guiding force behind their development process. Whether it’s the construction of immersive environments, the
creation of dynamic media content, or the realization of unique and patented ride products, the Falcon’s team
tirelessly works to challenge the limits of reality and fire the imagination. At Falcon’s, you’ll find a masterful blend of
classic design expertise, cutting-edge technology, and the ever-watchful bird’s eye vigilance of a forward-thinking
industry innovator. Under the bold leadership of Cecil D. Magpuri, this passionate, award-winning interdisciplinary
team of artists, filmmakers, engineers, architects, designers, and writers transform everyday reality, every day.
Learn more at www.falconscreativegroup.com.

For more information, contact tfernandez@katmandugroup.com or info@katmandugroup.com.
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